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Mentorship—Questions designed for my leaders 

Pamela Shaw 

 

1. When was a time when you felt the most successful in MK 

and enjoyed your business the most? 

2. Daily, as you are thinking about your schedule, doing your 

day, what are the thoughts in the back of your mind? 

3. What would you like to see different in your Directors 

behavior, involvement right now? 

4. Same question with consultants? 

5. If you were me, what advice would you give you? 

6. Look at Reports and Income Potential and Break out. 

7. Where are you strong? 

8. Where do you want to give your business attention? 

9. What is your game plan to do that? 

10. What will this cost you?  {Give up, Sacrifice} 

11. What will this look like? 

12. From listening to Public speakers, who do you take advice 
from, those who are good motivational speakers or those 
who are good AND have walked the path they are 
teaching? 

13. Which MK Leaders are you more apt to put credibility in 
their words and why? 

14. Based on that, who are you most qualified to lead? 

15. What are the ramifications of that answer? 

16. What would you like that answer to be? 
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17. Where do we go from here? 

18. Best to work from Hope, Motivation, Goals, Forward Focus, 

Dreams and NOT fear.  Also critical to work from ‘truth, 

reality, marketing plan that does NOT hold anyone back’ 

 

Julia, FESD 

‘No one OWNS a customer’.  Howard Scholtz, Starbucks owner 

• How does this translate in our MK world and fit with our 

TEAM concept that includes loyalty? 

Other Questions from Glinda Maguire 

 

1—For most people, it’s habits, time, finances, health--- WHAT is 

holding you back? 

2—For every push forward up the Career Path, there is a push back.  

What push back do you expect? 

3--  Crossover Character--- START well, WORK well, step in and 

cross over to FINISH!  How would you describe YOUR crossover 

character? 

 


